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ABSTRACT 

Included in the tract studied are four sedimentary form

ations and the recent a.lluvitm1. These formations are in the 

order of thei:r deposition: the Mint Canyon, the :Modelo, the 

Saugus, and the old alluvium or terrace deposits. The Mint 

Canyon and the 2augus formations are both of terrestrial origin; 

the Modelo is of marine. The area is of especial interest be

cause each of the beds rests unconformably on the next under 

it, and beo.;mse the boundary of the basin of deposition is 

included in its extent .. This evidences itself with the thin

ning of the Modelo and the ove rlal')ping of the Saugus onto the 

Mint 8anyon. There has aleo been deformation and minor fault

ing, especially in the northern portion. 
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I N T R O D U C T I O N 

Location and Size of Area 

The region considered in this report is a tract of about 

five square miles situated in the central portion of the 

Humphreys Quadrangle in Southern California. The area lies 

between the Plum Canyon Road and the Bouquet Canyon Road 

extending from their juncture northward to the Vasquel Can

yon Road. The whole region lies about ten miles north-east 

of the town of Saugus, which is about thirty miles from Los 

Angeles on U.S. Highway 6, the Mint Canyon Highway. From 

Pasadena the area is reached by tra~eling along Foothill 

Boulevard westwr:rd to its junction with the Mint Canyon High

way just north of the city of San Fernando. The Mint Canyon 

Highway is then followed to its junction with the Bouquet 

Canyon Road just north of the town of Saugus. Approximately 

four miles up the Bouquet Canyon Road the Plum Canyon Road 

branches to the eastward. This marks the southern and east

ern boundaries of the.area. 

Purnose and Method of Study 

This problem was undertaken as a requisite to attaining 

the degree of Bachelor of f,cience from the California Insti

tute of Technology. The purpose being to give to the student 

the opportunity of undertaking a piece of original and inde

Dendent research and at the same time to give him the benefit 
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of expert advice in the places of the greatest difficulty. 

The method of study has been to run a Brunton Comuass tra

verse over the entire 2rer mapping the formations and the 

structures on a photographically enlarged secticn of the U.S. 

G.S~ tonographic sheet. Data was ent-red on the map as rapid

ly as it was collected and any interesting facts were also 

entered in a field notebock kept for that purpose. The field 

work was done in the academic year 1938-1939. 
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P H Y c:: I C A L C O N n I T I O N S 

RELIEF AND ELEVATIJNS 

The general region is in the hills which lie between 

the Ean Gabriel Mountains and the Sierra Pelona Ridge. The 

entire regicn is marked by downcutting streams and youthful 

topogranhy. The relief of this particular area varies from 

moderate in the southern portion to extreme in the northern 

portion where a 300 foot cliff and badlandf have developed. 

The maximum elevation of the area is 2318 feet at the triang

ulation marker in the east-central uart and the minimLm ele

vati::n is about 1353 feet in Bououet Canyon in the eYtrerr:e 

SOV, th'tle st. 

TCPC'GRA-'HY 

The topocraphy is the result of the U"'Jlift of an old, 

mature land surface and its dissection. The old land surface 

Plate I Old land surface in Plum Canyon 
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is present in seve~al places in the territory. In the nor

thern part it is present, though strepped, as' a large flat

topped, internally drained port~cn on the divide between Mint 

and Bouquet Canyons. It also accurs as the gently sloping 

hillsides of remarkably even dip which are a feature of the 

southwestern corner of the area. 

In the northern and central parts of the region the top

ogra9hy is typically badland. This is formed by the erosion 

of the ~o_orly lithffied Mint Canyon formation. The topography 

is featured by cliffs and deep gullies which are as steep as 

[ 

Plate II Badland topography with an ash 

bed forming a ridge 

the angle of reDose of the rocks in which they are cut. In 

this region there are several ash beds which control topography 

to a marked degree. The2e ash beds rtand out as ridge forming 

mecibers which stretch for about a mile across the northern 
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part of the area. Other resistant beds also tend to form 

ridges, but the ash are the most prominent. 

The streams are mostly in a youthful stage with steep 

'V' shaDed canyons. In the soft Mint Canyon formation the 

streams cut downward very ra,)idly and then reach grade giving 

them a concentration of grade near their heads. Plum Creek 

in its upper reaches hes a concave profile due to the old land 

surface on which it originates and which it follows for a 

distance. 

DRAINAGE 

The northern part of the area drains westward into Bou

quet Canyon which in this place has a southwest drainage. 

The extreme northeastern tip of the area drains into Mint 

Canyon. The southern portion of the area. drains into ?lum 

Creek which originates on the Dlateau to the north and soon 

cuts itself a course first south, then west to join Bouquet 

Canyon. The 'i\Testward running Dortion of Plum Oanyon and Bou

quet Canyon are wide canyons filled with alluvial-material as 

is common in semi-arid regions. The streams, intermittant in 

type, become raging torrents in the rainy season, and soon 

Dick uu a full load of detritus in their steeuest parts. On 

reaching the graded section the stream drops much of this 

material giving rise to an alluvial de~osit in its valley 

which is alternately cut and filled as the stream swings across 

it-. For the time being both 0 lum and Bouquet Canyons are 
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being cut more than they are being filled. 

Both Bouquet and Mint Canyons empty into the Santa Clara 

River, which pursues a westerly course to the Pacific Ocean. 

VEGETATION AND CULTURE 

The vegetation of the area is typical of semi-arid regions. 

It is so called ohaparral 'Ni th the characteristic assemblage 

of sages, cacti, yucca, manzanita, greasewood, buckwheat, 

bunchgrass, scrub oak, etc. which is so common on Southern 

California hillsides. 

Throughout the area there are scattered houses, often 

absented, which are as a rule connected with-small farms. The 

farms occupy stream bottoms and ·the old alluvium, and are there

fore very limited in extent. The floors of Bouquet and Plum 

Canyons, the old alluvium, and the ampitheater in the north 

are the chief agricultural regions. Cattle and hors.es are 

allowed to range over much of the area; pigs are farmed in 

one valley in the south. There· are some scattered home2 which 

are independent of any farming activity, and also independent 

of topography. Because of the.prevalent ill-feeling toward 

trespassers, it is advisable to see as many of the large land 

holders as uossible before trespassing. 

EXPOSURES 

The exDosures in much of the area are very poor, owing 

to the softness of the rock and to the vegetation. In the 
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badla.nds the ex~'.:'sures are excellent, but are almost ina.c

ces .· i ole. Thrce,:5hout the area di'::'f and Btrikes are very 

hard tc obtain; as a rule, because of the coarsely scrted 

nature cf the beds. 

...., 
( . 



STRATifGRAPHY AND PETROLOGY 

MINT CANYON 

The lowest member in the series represented in the area 

studied is the Mint Canyon. This formation, named by Ke'rl, is 

very well exDosed in the northern part of the area. This ex

posure is in direct proximity to the type locality in Mint 

Plate III Mint Canyon formation and the flat 

at the head of Plum Canyon 

Canyon. The age has been determined as Upper Miocene from the 

vertebrate fossils found in the. area by Mazson. Stirton 

wishes to place the formation in the Pliocene, but the stra

ttgraDhy in relation to the overlying, generally acceDted upper

Miocene Modelo as well as the fossil record formation precludes JfJ 

that possibility. Numerous horizons carry vertebrate fossil 



remains. rill the fossils in the area, however, have been 

fregmentary a.s they ha.ve, as a rule, beE'n trc:ns '.orted. Frag

mentary horse teeth and the :Jroxime_l pha_la.nge of a_ camel, Alti

camellus species (Ppper Miocene), were found by the author at 

the locality listed on the me_,,, as Fl. Numerous fresh water 

g2stropods, ?aludestrina ir:,i ts tor -='illsbury, are :=iresent in 

this f=:rmation, but they are of no i:r: ·ortance in dating. the 

formation. 

The Mint Canyon format ion is me.de up of interbedded se.nc.

stones, shales, ash, ~nd conglomerates. The beds are discon-

tinuous and subject to lateral change. Two zones cf bec:s may 

be distinguished in this eree. The lo~er zone m&de un of 

sandstones and shales fer the most ~art, with some conglom

erate, is slightly colored. The coloring is predominately 

brown with ,'::cme reds end yellows. These slightly colored beds 

lie below the lower ash beds in the northern part of the area. 

Above the,se ther-- is e. zone of beds which e:·e predomine.tely 

white in color. Interbeddcd 'di th the sedi-::ients e.re eight 

easily distinguishable ash beds. The lower six ash beds are 

made un of crystalline ~sh; the upper two are almost purel1 

nitric. fhe crystalline ash be~s occur e.s three sets of two 

each. Each ssh bed of a peir is separated fr~m the other by 

from 25 to 75 feet of sandstoneE and conglomerates. The p2irs 

are se:;:iarated from ea.ch other C"/ several hundr1:;d feet of varied 

sediments. The ash ~e~~ a~e all lensing cut to the ee.stward. 

0 _,,. 



The individual beds becc~e very lenticular and 202e _hew a 

Plate IV A cliff in Bouquet Canyon showing 

the lensing out of an ash bed 

The san~stonec of the ~int ~2nyon are very arkosic ~ith 

felds~ar predominating over quartz in sooe caees. The range 

in grain size frc;:: silt stone::- to conglo::iers.te s -::~- th E '!:"diur, 

cccrse srained average. Some cf the beds are very ~icacecus 

and all carry some =ica. 2cTe of the s~ndstonrs, especially 

tho:,·e in the lo1.·1er zone have c.,Hiy concretions. The cerrienting 

mediu~ in the ccncreti:n cf t~e lower zones see~s to be iron 

oxide, snd where concretions occur in the hi::-)ler zcne it 

see'11.E to be gypsum. As a rule the sandstones in the ?:int 

Canyon are very ~,oorly li thifies end generElly s'r~c':: little 

ce~entation. The compaction in the sandstones is rroderate and 

10. 



11. 

is almost the sole lithifying force. 

The shales in the Mint Canyon are generally coarse grained, 

of about mudstone composition. These shales are not compE-ct 

and are very easily eroded. On exnosure they tend to become 

clayey mud which cracks and completely hides the original 

structure. In a very few nlaces there are fine grained compact 

shales, but these are quite rare. As a rule the s~e is sub

ordinate in importance to sandstone and conglomerate in this 

formation. 

The conglomerate beds contain rocks of all varieties, 

pre;::ent in bo}J.lders of all sizes. Perhaps the commonest frag

mental rocks in the Mint Canyon are lava boulders.seldom more 

than eight to twelve inches in their longest dimension. Frag

ments of anorthosite, granite, gneiss, schist, conglomerate, 

sandstone, shale, and quartz are also common. Some of the 

conglomerates are concretionary, containing almost perfectly 

round, flat sandstone concretions. 

The formation as a whole contains some gypsum and no lime. 

with the exce~tion of rather extensive caliche deposits seem

ingly parallel to the old land surface. 

MODELO FORMATION 

The Modelo formation of Upper Miocene Age overlies uncon

formably the Mint Canyon in the southern part of the area. 

This formation is named for its type locality in Modelo Canyon 

where it is an extensive shale and samstone series several 



thousand feet thick. In the tyne locality there is no fossil 

record so the :'-~odelo has been dated by its strategraphic rela

tions with forrr.ations cf kncwn age. It is a rr.ari~e formation 

and is the only one in this region. Because of this fact the 

finding of marine fossils definitely -:-laces an unznown outcr.::p 

in the 11'.odelo. The occurrence in the area under study attains 

a maYimum thickness of 200 feet in the south',vestern part of the 

area and thins OLt gradually to the southwest, eventually dis

appearin~entirely. 

The basal member of the ~odelo is a well cememted, lava 

bearing conglomerate member 1/llhich varies in thickness and 

constitution as it extends northward. The maximum thickness 

of this conglomerate member is about 25 feet in the cliff in 

the western area. As the bed thins, it undergoes a change in 

composition, becoming more sandy, less well lithified and very 

like the Mint Canyon. Above this basal member are a series of 

fine grained sandstones; scely, finely bedded shales; and coarse 

sandstones which complete the thickness of the formation in 

this area. These beds are truncated under the Saugus which 

laps over the Modelo onto the Mint Canyon to the northeast. 

The rock composition of the Modelo is almost identical 

with that of the ~int Canyon and it is only by the use of 

colcr changes and a few other criteria that they wa.y be dis

tinguished. The Mint Canyon is a predominately white formation 

and the lower members of the Modelo are brown thus giving a 

means of differentiation. Higher in the Modelo section the 
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sediTents become a lighter br-wn and white (a yellow-white as 

op~osed to the grey-white of the Mint Canyon). The Modelo is 

arkosic, predominately coarse grained sandstones with some 

sandy shales and the basal c~nglomerate. It may be distinguish

ed in scattered outcrops by shell fragments, particles of car

bonized wood, gypsum encased pebbles, and the existence of any 

lime, other than caliche. As a rule the Modelo is quite well 

lithified and is much more resistant toerosion than the ~int 

Canyon. 

A pecten of indistinguishable species was found at the 

spot marked F2 on the map anda large collection of marine fos

sils was collected in Plum Canyon at the spot marked F3. The 

existence of Modelo at F4 was proven by the finding of a piece 

of limestone in the ark•se that may represent a relict algal 

reef or thick, fractured shell (specimen P.C. 12). The fossils 

have not yet been classified though they contain specimens of 

two types of Gastropods, worm borings and a mollusk of unknown 
' . 

superfamily (P.C. suite). 

SAUGUS 

The Saugus formation is the name given by Kew to extensive 

landAmarine laid deposits of upper Pliocene and lower Pleisto -

cene time. _The'e deposits are exposed very well in Soledad 

Canyon near the town of Saugus. In this areathe Saugus is 

limited to about 200 feet of coarsely sorted gravels and sands 

which_ are slightly lithified. They occur along the crest of 
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the central ridge and under the alluvium on the southern 

slopes of this area. · The basal m.err:ber of the Saugus on the 
I 

exposed cliff face is a bed of coarsely sorted conglomerate of 

Plate V Cliff in Bouquet Canyon exposing the Saugus

Mint Canyon unconformity 

a brown color. This overlies directly a bed in the Mint Canyon 

which is red, colored partly by wash and partly by its own 

inherent coloring matter. The beds which succe~d this are 

interbedded sands and gravels all generally colored brown. 

The rock fragments making up this formation are generally the 

same as those in the Mint Canyon. This would indicate that 

the formation renresents a reworking of the ~int Canyon or a 

continued supply of detritus from the same sources. Because 

the fragments are generally smaller and more decomposed, it is 

probably reworked material. 

14. 



OLD ALLUVIUM 
• This material is the detritus of the Saugus and Mint 

Canyon formations in the earlier erosional cycle. It is pres

ent on the broad sloping hillsides north of Plum Canyon and on 

the toD of the raised closed basin on the eastern boundary of 

the area. It is present in other places in the area but the 

Plate VI The old land surface on the flats 

at the head of Plum Canyon 

occurences are either too small or too uncertain to map •. On 

the table °land the alluvium was denosited on the beveled edges 

of the Mint Canyon and then most of it was stripped off leav-

ing only the bottom layers and a well developed zone of caliche 
/ 

just below the surface. Through some deformation attendent on 

the uplift of the area this was made into a small perched basin 

which occupies the divide between Bouquet and Mint Canyons. 

15. 



In the southern portion of the area-I have mapped agood 

deal of old allu~ium. There is a question as to whether this 

is actually alluvium or merely dip slopes of Saugus. Because 

of the smooth nature of the general topography, because the 

stream cuts showed no evidences of lithification, andbecause it 

obscures all the structure which is traceable to its'boundaries 

I have mapped this as alluvium. In channel cuts along Plum 

Canyon the cross bedded, lenticular nature of the gravels 

seams to authenticate this. The boundaries between Saugus and 

alluYium are very difficult to place exactly, so I have placed 

them as accurately as I could and dotted the contacts. 

RECENT ALLUVIUM 

In all the larger stream beds there is deoosited alluvium 

arising from the present erosional cycle. This alluvium is 

composed predominately of light colored sands and gravels with 

some silt and almost no clay. Much of this is being utilized 

for truck gardening and genere.l farming. 

16. 



GEOLOGIC STRUCTURE 

REGIJNAL STRUCTURE 

This area lies in the east-west trending portion of the 

California Coast Ranges and is, as a consequence controlled by 

the San Andreas Rift which passes about twenty miles to the 

north. To the south of the area is the San Gabriel Fault and 

south of it the Sierra Madre Fault which raised the San Gab

riel Mountains. Some geologists have likened the San Gabriel 

Mountains to a fault prism pressed up between the San Andreas 

end the Sierra Madre Faults. If this is the case the same com

pressive forces also deformed the entire region. This also 

w:uld explain the faulting in the area. Whatever the cause, 

there was a definite compressive force operative in ageneral 

north-south direction to deform the area. Perhaps the most im

portant structure in the region is the thinning out of the beds 

as they continue northward with the ultimate disappearance of 

first the Modelo and then the Saugus. This w·as brought about 

partially by the original basin of deposition and partly by 

erosional periods between the deposition of the various forma

tions. There was a large basin of deposition which received 

detritus throughout the Miocene and Pliocene. This basin was 

terminated on its northern side either in, or close to the 

area under discussion. A sequence of depositional and erosion

al cycles with slight deformation in between then sufficed to 

give the thinned structure -which may be considered original. 
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FOLDING 

There has been quite extensive folding in the ctrea with 

one major structure dominating the deformation. This structure 

is c:ry- limb of an anticline or syncline which runs in a north 

easterly direction and dips slightly to the west. Superim_:Jose.d 
~ ......... -' 

on this feature are several minor folds which are of slight 

importance. 

FAULTING 

There has been much faulting in the area, especially in 

the ~orthern ~ortion but it is of comparatively small imJort-

ance and displacement. 

Plate VII Displacement of an ash bed on a 

minor fault 
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Because most of these faults are included entirely in the Mint 

Canyon formation it is necessary to map small units of that for

mation in order to find them all and place them accurately. 

19. 

Since that exactitude ~s beyond the scope of this paper there 

have been many of the smaller. faults missed in the field mappings. 

In some places there are very complex minor faulting problems 

which are further complicated by the nature of the outcrops 

which often are two dimensional, being exposed only on a 

precipitous cliff and in poorly lithified material. 

The displacement on these faults is of a small magnitude, 

with the largest not being over 100 feet horizontal displace

ment. The type of fault varies from strike slip to hinge and 

one place a syncline just broke under the strain to give a fault 

of little or no displacement. 



GEOLOGIC HISTORY 

The geologic history of the area begins in the Upper Mio

cene, at which time the Mint Canyon formation, a series of typ

ical lacustrian deDosits were being formed. The lake waters 

were inhabited by small gastroDods, Paludestrina imitator 

Pillsbury, and bryozoa which were included in the sands and 

muds_ in which they lived. 'rhe calm depositional sequence was 

broken by periods of recurrent, explosive volcanic activity 

which deposited extensive ash beds over the lake bottom. The 

de~osition was rapid enough· to produce beds of pure ash. Be

tween the periods of explosive activity deposition continued as 

before. Camels (Alticamellus), horses, (Merychippus, Proto

hippus), and other land animals were occasionally we: shed into 

the lake and were incorporated in the sediments. This period 

of deposition was ended by the elevation, tilting, and defor

mation of the newly farmed beds which exposed them to erosion. 

Late,,., in the Miocene the entire region again subsided and 

the sea encro2ched on the land. In the m2rine basin thus 

formed, there then occured extensive sedimentation, the Modelo 

formation. Most of the Modelo sediments in the area were de

posited in the shallow waters near shore. The sea level fluc

tuated, however, and part of the sediments were laid down under 

deeper water conditions. Molluscs ( .f'ectens, Lucenacea, etc.), 

gastropods, and worms lived on the muddy bottom at one stage 

in this period, but changing conditions made them disappear. 
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In post Miocene time the entire region underwent uplift, 

deformation (folding arrl faulting) and tilting, followed by an 

erosional period. This erosional period beveled both the Modelo 

and the Mint Canyon to a practically plane surface. Following 

this erosional cycle, the land once again subsided arrl the 

region became a depositional basin again. 

In the very late Pliocene and early Pleistocene depositimi 

of the Saugus formation occured in this terrestrial basin. The 

sediments thus formed la·--,ped over the Modelo onto the bevelled 

Mint Canyon. These sediments were derived almost entirely from 

the earlier beds which it overlies. 

Following this early Pleistocene sedimentation, there was 

a period of slight deformation and uplift which once again 

brought the region up to be eroded. The uplifted territory 

was eroded to the stage of late maturity and alluvium covered 

much of the country when once again uplift occured. This up

lift, accompanied by tilting, lifted the old land surface up 

as much as 500 feet above Bouquet Canyon. 

In the present erosional cycle, the canyons are eating 

their way back into the uDlifted rocks and are again filling 

their floors with alluvium. 
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